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Birthday Balloon Arch Kit 

This is the QianJia brand next birthday balloon 

arch kit, is a very classic balloon arch party 

decoration, China balloon factory production 

experience accumulated in China for latex balloons 

in the balloon products manufacturing technology 

has been very mature, cheap birthday balloon arch 

kit is the characteristic of the latex balloon products, 

if you want to buy birthday balloon arch kit，we can 

provide birthday balloon arch kit for free samples。 

 

 

Product Description 

China birthday balloon arch kit factory made many improvements to the balloon, better quality, 

lower cost, let the customer to get the high quality and cheap birthday balloon arch kit, and 

made improvement for balloon garland set style, can in the birthday balloon arch kit on the 

basis of increase or decrease of latex balloons. 

 
 

This Birthday balloon Arch kit is very easy to change its style, you can add your favorite latex 

balloon color.What you have customized is the newest birthday balloon Arch kit.The products 

of borun China balloon arch Factory can be changed in color and shape at will. As long as the 

customer chooses the style of birthday balloon Arch kit he likes, our professional staff can help 

him make the newest birthday balloon arch kit. 

   

The birthday balloon Arch set with black latex balloons and gold latex balloons has always 

been very popular. The black mysterious atmosphere and the golden aristocratic atmosphere 

can be applied to any party decoration, which is the reason for the popularity of this balloon 

arch set. 
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If you want to buy the Birthday Balloon Arch kit wholesale, you get a discounted Birthday 

balloon Arch kit and you will be given a Birthday Balloon Arch kit free sampleWe hope you can 

become a fan of borun China Balloon Factory。 

 

 


